INTRODUCTION

Background
The MELODY Project has the aim to find, share and promote the most innovative methods in Europe
to help teachers to increase their success in teaching boys and girls of school age having Learning
Disorders and keeping them in the school system until they gain a qualification, as they face a real
risk of ESL (Early School Leaving). Every partner in this project came up with examples of best
practices within the field of education for students with learning disorders. These practices are the
basis for the methods presented in this toolkit.
This toolkit consists of different methods on how to approach students with learning disorders. Each
method is research based and possible to adapt to different students and languages. Since learning
disorders often are composed, this project have chosen to focus on learning disorders in general,
rather than choosing only one specific learning disorder. In spite of this, most of the methods chosen
for this toolkit focus on reading. This is because reading is considered to be a crucial skill in school.
Several of the methods therefore focus on how to help poor readers.

How to use
To use the different methods, simply choose the method you want to use, and then read the
descriptions in the toolkit for the selected method. There are a total of 5 different methods, all of
which are described with theoretical framework, target group, organization, necessary material, and
everything else you need. The description in each toolkit will, in other words, give you all the
information you need to try out the methods in practice with your students. In addition, some of the
toolkits also have tables that can be used or copied to use in their own language. Images are also
included in some of the toolkits for inspiration and to exemplify how the methods can be done in
practice. It is important to read through before using the methods in the toolkit.
Finally, here is an overview of the various toolkits.

1. The RTI approach – Prevention before intervention
2. Reading activities
3. Reading assessment and intervention
4. Word knowledge instruction
5. Mentoring
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents,
which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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The RTI approach
PREVENTION BEFORE INTERVENTION
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Response to Intervention (RTI) is a multi-tier approach to the early identification and support of
students with learning and behaviour needs. The RTI process begins with high-quality instruction and
universal screening of all children in the general education classroom. Struggling learners are provided
with interventions at increasing levels of intensity to accelerate their rate of learning. These services
may be provided by a variety of personnel, including general education teachers, special educators,
and specialists. Progress is closely monitored to assess both the learning rate and level of performance
of individual students. Educational decisions about the intensity and duration of interventions are
based on individual student response to instruction. RTI is designed for use when making decisions in
both general education and special education, creating a well-integrated system of instruction and
intervention guided by child outcome data.
For RTI implementation to work well, the following essential components must be implemented with
fidelity and in a rigorous manner:
•
•

•

•

High-quality, scientifically based classroom instruction. All students receive high-quality, researchbased instruction in the general education classroom.
Ongoing student assessment. Universal screening and progress monitoring provide information
about a student’s learning rate and level of achievement, both individually and in comparison, with
the peer group. These data are then used when determining which students need closer
monitoring or intervention. Throughout the RTI process, student progress is monitored frequently
to examine student achievement and gauge the effectiveness of the curriculum. Decisions made
regarding students’ instructional needs are based on multiple data points taken in context over
time.
Tiered instruction. A multi-tier approach is used to efficiently differentiate instruction for all
students. The model incorporates increasing intensities of instruction offering specific, researchbased interventions matched to student needs.
Parent involvement. Schools implementing RTI provide parents information about their child’s
progress, the instruction and interventions used, the staff who are delivering the instruction, and
the academic or behavioural goals for their child.
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Though there is no single, thoroughly researched and widely practiced “model” of the RTI process, it is
generally defined as a three-tier (or three-step) model of school supports that uses research-based
academic and/or behavioural interventions. The Three-Tier Model/levels are described below.

Level 1: High-Quality Classroom Instruction, Screening, and Group Interventions
All students receive high-quality, scientifically based instruction provided by qualified personnel to
ensure that their difficulties are not due to inadequate instruction. All students are screened on a
periodic basis to establish a study methodology and behavioural baseline and to identify struggling
learners who need additional support. Students identified as being “at risk” through universal
screenings and/or results on state- or districtwide tests receive supplemental instruction during the
school day in the regular classroom. The length of time for this step can vary, but it generally should
not exceed 8 weeks. During that time, student progress is closely monitored using a validated screening
system such as curriculum-based measurement. At the end of this period, students showing significant
progress are generally returned to the regular classroom program. Students not showing adequate
progress are moved to Level 2.
Level 2: Targeted Interventions
Students not making adequate progress in the regular classroom in Tier 1 are provided with increasingly
intensive instruction matched to their needs on the basis of levels of performance and rates of
progress. Intensity varies across group size, frequency and duration of intervention, and level of
training of the professionals providing instruction or intervention. These services and interventions are
provided in small-group settings in addition to instruction in the general curriculum. In the early grades
(kindergarten through 3rd grade), interventions are usually in the areas of reading and math. A longer
period of time may be required for this tier, but it should generally not exceed a grading period.
Students who continue to show too little progress at this level of intervention are then considered for
more intensive interventions as part of Level 3.
Level 3: Intensive Interventions and Comprehensive Evaluation
At this level, students receive individualized, intensive interventions that target the students’ skill
deficits. Students who do not achieve the desired level of progress in response to these targeted
interventions are then referred for a comprehensive evaluation and considered for eligibility for special
education services under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement or in Italy under the
National Health Care Service as DSA students. The data collected during Tiers 1, 2, and 3 are included
and used to make the eligibility decision.
The levels are as follows:
Level 1: general screening for all students and monitoring of progress for students potentially at risk
Leve 2: monitoring only for student at risk
Level 3: personalized teaching for identified students
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The three levels indicate more intense levels of intervention applied to a decreasing number of
students.

WHAT ARE THE GENERAL AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES?
- Guarantee high quality teaching for the entire class group
- Ensure training success
- Encourage motivation for learning and limit scholastic dispersion
and
- Provide teachers with a valid monitoring and evaluation tool for pupils with learning difficulties
- Identify and share the guidelines for inclusive and high quality teaching for the entire class group
- Helping students in difficulty to develop functional strategies (compensatory tools and compensatory
measures) to improve their performance
Key concepts: specific learning disorders; quality teaching; motivation; educational success; inclusion
MAIN FEATURES OF THE RTI APPROACH:
- The idea that all children can learn
- The idea of intervening early when the problems are still small
- The use of different levels of intervention graded by intensity
- Use of the problem-solving method (ex. What is the problem? How can I intervene? The implemented
interventions work? ...)
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRADITIONAL APPROACH AND RTI APPROACH?
In addition to variations in the tiers used to deliver RTI services, schools use different approaches in
implementation, such as problem-solving, functional assessment, standard protocol, and hybrid
approaches. Although there are many formats for how a school might implement RTI to best serve
the needs of its students, in every case RTI can be a school-wide framework for efficiently allocating
resources to improve student outcomes. For example: the traditional approach expects significant
falls in students' learning before activating an intervention with the risk of intervening late or
identifying false positives and the RTI approach involves curricular teaching.
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TASK 1 - First level, universal screening
Organisation
•
•
•
•

Pupils of age 6/7
Involvement of all students of age 6/7
Two teachers / class
Usual space assessment

Time
•

Once At the beginning of the scholar year (November)

Materials needed
•
•

CBM standard tests
Timer

Task Procedure
In this first phase, students are subjected to a CBM (Curriculum Based Measurement) test: 4 reading
series, each one lasting 60 seconds.
For students-6 age the test is about the reading of letters, syllables and words, suitable for monitoring
reading progresses during the whole year.
For students -7 age the test is about the reading of a text, that will be use for all the three screening.
A special room will be prepared for the test, far from noises and other kind of distractions. Students
will do the testing one by one.
There will be present two teachers: the first one is their own Italian teacher, who will take care
students (emotionally) during the testing; the second one, external, who will submit the test and
measure time.
In the class group, reading targeted activities will carry out for an ongoing monitoring of students at
risk
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TASK 2 – Levels 2-3. Second screening of reading fluency

Organisation
•
•
•
•

Small groups of students of age 6/7
Recovery activities in small groups with tutor
One teacher for each group
Usual space assessment

Time
30 minutes per day for 4/5 days per week for 8 or 10 weeks.

Materials needed
•
•
•
•
•
•

Books
Sheets
Memory toys
Paper
Drawings
Timer

Task procedure
The Second screening of reading fluency (in February) is aimed for student of age 6/7 already identified
in the first screening; in this step students will read the same texts already done during the first one
(letters, syllables, words or small sentences for students -age 6, texts for students -7 age).
Then recovery activities will be planned and realized in small groups (3-4 students), with one tutor for
each group: each group will work in couple (cooperative learning or individually with tutor).
According to the RTI official document the timing is about 30 minutes a day, for 4/5 days a week and
for 8/10 weeks.
About timing, a proven alternative can be an extra school activity of 60 minutes, for 4/5 days weeks
and for 4/5 weeks.
In this phase teachers supply to pupils several activities for detecting reading problems (for example
abilities in recognizing alphabet letters) asking them to underline or colour words or drawings (see the
example attached)
The main goal of this activity is to empower 5 areas:
1) Phonemic awareness
2) Relationship between writing and speaking
3) Fluency
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4) Vocabulary
5) Comprehension
Attachment:
some exercises created by D’Annunzio University team, to be used at level 3 to detect some learning
disease (reading).

Attachment – Exercises

Title: Initial phoneme identification
Tasks:
Color each picture that begins with the /l/ sound
Color each picture that begins with the /f/ sound
In the red boxes:
Say with what sound the word “violet” begins
Say three words that begin with the /s/ sound
9

Title:
Final phoneme identification
Tasks:
Color with different colors the words ending with different sounds (for example red
color for the words ending with /a/ and green color for the words ending with /r/)
In the red boxes:
Say the last sound you hear in the word “mountain”
Say the last sound you hear in the word “cone”
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Title:
Phoneme fusion
In the red boxes:
What word do you get if you put together “c + a + t” ?
What word do you get if you put together “t + a + b + l + e” ?
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DYSLEXIA
DISORDER IN LEARNING READING AND WRITING
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To help students of primary school, who receive support in a small group in the
classroom of special education, and who have been diagnosed with dyslexia or
learning difficulties compatible with this disorder to improve in the learning of reading
and writing.

Theoretical framework
Dyslexia is a learning disorder that affects reading comprehension, reading fluency,
spelling, writing and can affect mathematics as well. It is the most frequent learning
disorder among schoolchildren. It is estimated that between 5 and 17% of the
students may have dyslexia. The problems associated with this disorder can greatly
hinder learning as within our educational system most learning is done through
written code, although we must recognize that more and more teachers are aware of
the need of providing access to information through different ways (visual, auditory,
manipulative, literature...). So it is frequent that students with a good cognitive
capacity and this diagnosis may also fail in other areas.
A dyslexic student has to put so much effort in the task of reading and writing that he
or she tends to be easily tired, which makes him/her distracted and rejectfull of these
tasks. The difficulties of this pupil tend to go beyond the difficulties in reading and
writing and in some cases present difficulties in laterality, short-term memory,
problems of comprehension, difficulties in space-time notions... This means that they
end up having low self-esteem and associated emotional problems.
In the sessions we will explain we will focus on working primarily on the written
aspect of language. The reduced groups in special education classrooms allow
working, through different participatory, manipulative and playful activities,
phonological and semantic consciousness in order to eliminate the omissions,
inversions and word substitutions in writing and to achieve the concept of separating
words in the sentence and endowing the writing of coherence and structure.

Organization
● Group of 4 students with diagnosis of dyslexia or difficulties compatible with
this diagnosis.
● A special education teacher
● Activities to work in sessions of 60 Minutes twice a week (varied activities to
work on phonological and semantic consciousness)

Necessary equipment
●
●
●
●

Specific manipulatable material for each activity
Pencil and paper
Bottle Caps
Paper trimmed into small-sized pieces.

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS ACTIVITIES WORD
● HONEY
Honey is a bear. Honey has some "cards" with different slogans of what it wants to
breakfast: "things that have two syllables, things that have the letter A, things that have the
long name, things that have 4 letters" .......And a lot of images of different kinds of food
(cherries, cake, chocolate, soup, cereals. ...) A card is picked up and then everyone takes
turns choosing food items that fulfill the orders.
We the food item onto Honey, and then write the name of the food on the blackboard (if the
word is very long we clap out the syllables first, draw a circle for each syllable and within
each circle (Syllable) we make a stripe for each letter that needs to be written in the syllable.
Once we have written the word in syllables we write it together on board to be aware of the
semantic unity. The separation of words into syllables helps to be aware of all the
phonemes of the word, not to leave out letters and to write the word much more easily.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fciMUdhg06v0uSqVCYiBBPj8ItJMsHSNmFv7zdTrvyw
/edit?ts=5aca4ce6
Then erase the blackboard and propose to make an individual worksheet where they should
write one of the words that we have previously been written on the board, all of which are no
longer written. When they have advanced greatly in word writing, propose building short
sentences with these words.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13_FGUnMq3vS-_hLdSa4rzpmo7uQX7ogpe2ZIt2Maoc/edit

Material purchased at website: Sense llapis.

THE TRAIN
The material is a locomotive with different wagons, each wagon corresponds to one
letter. We select the words that begin with the letter that marks the wagon and put
them on the corresponding wagon. Then we write the words of each wagon,
following the same methodology applied to the activity of the Honey Bear .

Material purchased at website: Sense llapis.

TRAIN OF SYLLABLES
We have another train with different wagons. In this case the activity consists of
constructing words from syllables. There are some images, we take one at random,
we say the name of the word, we decompose it into syllables and look for the
syllables that are written on the table, we put one in each wagon and when we have
the word built we set it next to the corresponding drawing. We ended up writing the
words we have decomposed.

Material obtained from Pinterest

JAM JARS
5 "Jars", each corresponding to a number of syllables. Different images. Each
student, in turn, takes an image and puts it in the pot corresponding to the number
of syllables that the word has, and together we all check whether it is right. Then we
write down the words from the jars on our worksheet. If there is time, we can search
for words that fit into the different jars.

Material extracted from
Pinterest

GET ON THE
BUS
4 coaches. Many characters. We have to guess which bus each character should go
in. The hint is in the word the character is thinking. If we correctly clap the syllables
of the word in the drawing, we will know which bus the character belongs in. As
always, we will end up writing down the words.

Material purchased at website: Sense llapis.

FOLLOW THE CLUE
We have to solve a riddle using the different clues that they give us (remove the
words that have four letters, remove the words that have the letter ..., remove the
words that have ... syllabes, etc...) In the end, only one image will be the answer.
Together, we write the sentence on the board, following the methodology to write
sentences that we will explain later.

Answer: I'VE
BOUGHT A
PHONE

Material purchased at website: Sense llapis.

SEMANTIC AWARENESS ACTIVITIES(SENTENCE writing)
BUILDING SENTENCES

Orally, it can be done with any amount of dice. When we start to write sentences, we
do it with two or three dice and we add more dice as they progress.
To work on the writing of sentences, we begin with phrases of three or four elements
(article, name, verb, complement). First we say it out loud, the we repeat it, marking
very well every word by gesturing with the hands and delimiting each word, then we
use bottle top for each word, we take the same number of pieces of paper (4 x 2 cm
approx), which we put under each bottle top. Then we write the sentence, one word
on each piece of paper. We go over the words to make sure that they are well
separated and when it’s confirmed that they are well written we stick them on a sheet
and copy the well written phrase. It is a slow process, in a session we can make
about three sentences, but it is a good method to improve semantic consciousness.

WHO DOES WHAT?
Who Does What uses spiral notebooks that allow you to move the different
components of a sentence independently, with the objective of creating a sentence
related to the picture on the left. We have to be careful because it must coincide in
gender and number.

Material purchased at website: Sense llapis..

The creation of sentences is done through different activities:
● Video viewing.
● Picture sheets for practicing oral expression

● Summary of a story that has been told.
From significant work:
● We first play a game and then elaborate the instructions for it.
● Elaboración of a game diary (explain the games which have been played.)

ORAL EXPRESSION

Students with dyslexia do not always have oral affectation, there are students with a
structured and coherent oral discourse, but there are others with oral problems, and
mostly they tend to have difficulties in the vocabulary access level. Oral expression
is the basis for good written expression since it is based on the former. We also work
with the oral expression with different games. This game we call: What do I have in
my head? we use with children to work on interrogative phrase structuring.
The fact that the children of this group are Spanish speakers complicates the
learning more, since they are doing the learning in a language that is not theirs. With
this game kids with difficulties expressing themselves in Catalan are helped to use
this language. The game is played the opposite of how it is normally done. It is the
classmates who each give us two clues about the item we have on our head. This
way our classmates can work on the description and explanation of an object or
animal, and it is much easier to ask questions about something about the they know
nothing about. When the first round of two clues is over, the player has the possibility
to ask a question to confirm his suspicion. If you think you know the answer you can
answer, if you don't, you have another round of clues to guess the word. If you
answer in the first round and you will lose the possibility of continuing another round
with this card. If you guess the object you keep the card, and whoever has the most
cards at the end, wins.

TIME’S UP
This game features cards with different drawings. Two teams are made. We
distribute between 5-10 cards to each student, each one looks only at their cards,
and they can rule out the drawings they don’t understand, which will be replaced with
new ones that can no longer be discarded. Then they are picked up and mixed
together. In the first round, a member of the team has to explain or describe what is
in his card to the other members of the team. If they guess correctly, they can
continue with another card until the time runs out. Then it is the other team’s turn,
and so on until the cards run out. After counting how many cards each team has
guessed, the cards are reshuffled and the second round begins, where a team
member has to mimic the object on his/her card. Once the cards run out, we count
the new score and reshuffle a third time and begin the third round, where the team
must guess what’s on the card by interpreting a teammate’s drawing.
With this game we work on description, synthesization and attention and short-term
memory since they have to be very attentive because all the time we are playing with
the same cards.
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Theoretical contextualizaton
The DL nº54 / 2018, July 6, requires a reflection of the entire teaching-learning process, at a time
when the Student Profile by the end of Compulsory Schooling (SAP) 1 and the Project for Autonomy
and Curriculum Flexibility (PACF) are being implemented in schools, influencing educational practices
and models of education.
There is no doubt that it is important for School to be truly inclusive, as the decree law states; it is
fundamental that students find answers that enable them, when leaving compulsory education, to
get a level of education and training that will facilitate their social inclusion.
Following the guidelines of this decree law, the target public of this work proposal is integrated, in
accordance to the multilevel approach, in level 3 measures, known as “additional measures”. These
students require more frequent and intensive interventions, tailored to their needs and potential,
implemented individually or in small groups, and usually for longer periods of time (students with
Specific Learning Disorders (SLD)2.
According to Snow (2002) reading is one of the main skills taught in schools. Its acquisition has a great
influence on the learning of the other areas and is determinant for the future and for the inclusion of
adults in the societies where the written language has a predominant place.
We believe that a method of reading should be enriched through tasks based on writing free texts,
research, etc. Therefore, although we have opted for some methods, and the activities are chosen by
the students, they take into account the students' competences, their interests, their needs, and the
development of their emotional intelligence. Since the students are already attending secondary education, it is fundamental to adapt the methodology to the student profile, as the analysed methodological proposals focus almost exclusively on the years of compulsory school attendance. Thus, based
on consulted literature, we chose to use the PALS3 method (Peer Assisted Learning Strategy) developed at Vanderbilt University in the USA and to studies dedicated to emotional intelligence. We argue that students will be more successful if their training is not only limited to cognitive develop-

1

The Profile of Students Exiting Compulsory Schooling, homologated by Order No. 6478/2017, July 26, constitutes the
"common matrix for all schools and educational offerings in the scope of compulsory schooling, namely at the curricular
level, in the planning, in the internal and external assessment and in the assessment of the teaching and learning process".
2
The implementation of this model "aims to promote better learning that promotes the development of higher-level
skills, taking the centrality of schools, their students and teachers, and allowing the management of the curriculum in a
flexible and contextualized way, recognizing that the effective exercise of autonomy in education is only fully guaranteed
if the object of this autonomy is the curriculum."
3
When students are not prepared for the implementation of PALS there are worksheets that are implemented in kindergarten (but can be adapted to any level of education) and can be used with a pair, called What Word and are proposed by
Fuchs and Fuchs (2003), cited by Paulsen (2007).
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ment, but also social and emotional development. School should maximize the potential of each
young person, if he/she is to succeed in his/her personal and professional life (Elias et al., 1997; Fernández-Berrocal & Ruiz, 2008; Zins, Weissberg, Wang, & Walberg, 2001).
The PALS method is based on mediation of pairs for reading and mathematics. Regarding the former,
it develops strategies that researchers have shown to be important for reading learning, such as:
phonological awareness, decoding, word recognition, fluency and comprehension (we will focus our
practice on the fluency and comprehension of the text). The activities require that peers develop frequent interactions, in which the roles of tutor and tutee alternate, and there is immediate correction
and feedback. A technique recommended by Fuchs and Fuchs (2007) will be used: MBC-MAZE (Curriculum-Based Monitoring) to assess students' level of reading. The test will be repeated at the end of
the work proposal presented here, to gauge the evolution of the student. The technique of reading
with a pair proposed by Linan-Thomson and Vaughn (2007) (Martins, 2008) will be applied, which
permits the development of the learner, both in reading and in fluency; in predicting and in comprehension of students with SLD (Martins, 2008). Like PALS, Read with a pair promotes activities in which
students interact.
Following current trends, which argue that it is the responsibility of School to explicitly promote the
social and emotional aspects of the development of children and adolescents, and not only the family, we integrate activities that develop social and emotional learning, as it promotes the development
of the student's ability to integrate thought, emotion and behaviour to achieve and accomplish important social tasks. Therefore, they will develop skills that will enable them to recognize, express and
manage emotions, build healthy relationships, establish positive goals, and respond to personal and
social needs (Zaber et al., 2000) …, 2001). The students who we devised the project for have not developed their cognitive skills sufficiently to allow them to succeed in the society they are integrated
in. It is critical for them (more than any other student) to succeed in life.
Finally, this work proposal is the result of several readings, which have been the guidelines for its development. However, given the lack of materials and strategies for adolescents with SLD (as mentioned above), we consider it fundamental to adapt the methods presented to the profile of a student
with SLD attending secondary school level, where, at a cognitive level, he/she is far behind the development of other adolescents of his/her age. Daily contact with these youngsters shows us that they
have the same yearnings and desires as their peers and are also making the transition to the job market that demands a sense of responsibility and knowing how to behave in society. We hope, therefore, to contribute to a more complete growth of these young adolescents who wish to have an active participation in society.
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Additional information
The Kit presented here contemplates two work proposals that can be applied to any group of students with
special learning disorders. The number of sessions and times indicated per session are mere proposals, so
they should be adapted to the group you are working with.

Keywords: specific learning difficulties, reading comprehension, emotional intelligence, reading literacy,
school library, environment
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EVALUATION OF THE STUDENT IN READING
Curriculum-based monitoring (MBC-MAZE)
MBC is an objective continuous measurement method designed to explain student outcomes and
improve instructional planning (Deno, 1985, quoted by Fuchs, Fuchs, & Douglas, 1993). It also implies
that monitoring is repeated frequently over time, through a standardized measurement system. The
registration of this information is used to monitor student development and to determine when and
how to adjust classroom practices to improve student achievement (Fuchs et al., 1993). MBC can be
used to assess student’s progress in reading, writing and mathematics. In the field of reading, there
are two different tests: one which assesses proficiency in oral reading of texts (i.e., counts the number of words read per minute); another which assesses reading comprehension by counting the number of correct words that a student is able to select from three, two of which are incorrect. (Fuchs et
al., 1993).
The assessment of the degree of fluency follows Shawytz’s proposal (2008), which establishes the
number of correctly read words per minute, according to the degree of schooling. Considering the
diversity of students with SLD, a proposal for the fourth and subsequent years was followed in this
case.
TABLE 1
Assessment table for reading fluency evaluation (Shawytz, 2008)
Grade

Words read correctly per minute

4th year and following

120 a 180

Assessment of reading fluency
Steps to follow in assessing reading fluency
•

The student reads the text at the appropriate level;

•

The student reads aloud as quickly as possible, while maintaining reading accuracy for one
minute. Then the total number of words read is counted.

•

The teacher should have a copy of the text being read to mark the words read incorrectly,
omitted or hesitated on for more than three seconds. Then adds the detected errors and
subtracts them from the total number of words.
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Assessment of reading comprehension
MBC MAZE Fluency can be given to a group of students simultaneously. The examiner presents a text
whose spaces (gaps) must present three alternatives.
Steps to follow in assessing reading comprehension
•

The first sentence is left intact.

•

Afterwards, each seventh word is replaced by a gap with three possible substitutions. Only one
replacement is semantically correct.

•

Students take 2.5 minutes to read the passage and circle the correct word for each blank space.

•

The teacher monitors students during the 2.5 minutes.

Scoring
− when the student gives three consecutive errors, the score is interrupted (no further counting is necessary).
− spaces left unanswered (no circles) are counted as errors.
− the score results from counting the number of correct substitutions circled in 2.5 minutes.
− to determine the correct understanding percentage, it is necessary to:
i. Count the number of correct answers.
ii. Multiply the number of correct answers by twenty.

1.

Determination of total acuity level. (TABLE 2)
•

Add the reading percentage to the comprehension percentage.

•

Divide the total by two.
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TABLE 2
EVALUATION GRID FOR READING LEVEL
120 a 180 words per minute
Nº

Name of student

Number

Number

Number

Percentage

Percentage

Level

of

of

of correct

of correct

of

of

words

errors

words

reading

comprehension

acuity

1.
2.
3.
…

Implementation of PALS
1. After assessing each student's level of reading (performed with the monitoring support based on
the curriculum recommended by Fuchs and Fuchs (2007)), proceed to:
•

Placing students in the correct order according to reading levels.

•

Division of the class into two groups (A and B) by placing students in pairs.

•

Verification of compatibility (socialization, gender, etc.).

•

Peer maintenance for four weeks.

2.The explanation of the work procedure of the sessions, based on the guidelines referred to in point
1, will follow. Thus, according to Fulk and King, (2001) cited by Martins (2008), the teacher will begin
by:

•

Exemplifying the objectives and the technique;

•

Showing the timetable (TABLE 3) that each student will fill, with the score, throughout the sessions;

•

Explaining that this technique will increase the opportunity to practice reading;
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•

Highlighting the importance of collaborative work;

•

Clarifying that each student will assume the role of tutor and tutee (rotating with the student
of group A - with the best classification in the evaluation of the level of reading) stating that
as tutor, he will be responsible for:

o the correction of incorrect answers;
o the explanation of vocabulary;
o the explanation of ideas of the text / activity to be developed;
o asking the teacher’s help when the correct answer is not known.
• Explain that each student will score points according to the performance of his/her tasks:
o the student will have one point for each correct / well-read sentence (the tutor corrects the
tutee whenever he/she reads a word incorrectly, asks him/her to repeat the word in question when he/she rereads it;

o in the comprehension of the text, the student will score 5 points for each correctly answered
question.

• Tell each pair they will have a spread sheet to record their score, which will be added at the end
of each 90-minute session;

• Inform that the teacher can announce the winning team, having the right to see their names on
the honour board (Smith, 2007; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2003, quoted by Martins, 2008);

• To report that, every 4 sessions, a new reorganization of the groups is carried out;
• Note that, at the end of each stage of the work project, the pairs will reverse roles (it is up to the
teacher to monitor the process);

The following proposed activities are based on the PALS method. However, its stages will run throughout the process, complemented by the development of other proposals, taking into consideration:
o the age group of the students is respected (14-18 years);
o motor skills are developed;
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o activities work the sensations and/or emotions;
o activities start from reading but are appropriate to the theme to be developed, associated with
citizenship education;
o emotional intelligence is developed as a motivation for learning.

The strategies developed in this second proposal are the POISA (Predict, Organize, Investigate. Summarize, Evaluate)
This methodology begins with a task called Predict:
o Before reading the text, and after reading the title, the students will predict what will happen
and will try to remember some details of the story.
The second task is called Organize:
o

The students will now organize their ideas. After seeing the title of the text, predicting it, it's
time to put the ideas into categories.

o

Then, students are asked to read the text.

After reading, you will proceed to the next task, called Investigate.
− The students compare what has already been written with what the text says. The
next step is for the student to know how to summarize.
− The students write the main idea (I think the main idea is.… My question about the
main idea…).
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Finally, it is time to Evaluate, that is, the student should check if the predictions were correct (Englert and
Mariage 1991, cited by Martins, 2008).
The technique to use is presented in the table below.
POISA Cards for an activity using the strategy, adapted from Martins (2008)

1º PREDICT

2º ORGANIZE in categories:

I predict that…

I think one of the categories may be…

I remember that…
3º INVESTIGATE (Let's check in the
text if it corresponds to the previous
point):
I think the various categories are…

4º SUMMARIZE
I think the main idea is…

5º EVALUATE
I think we made a prediction…

The adopted strategy for the exploration of the text aims to develop reading comprehension and success, will consider the following points:
• What we already know;
• What we want to know;
• What we think we know;
• What we learned.
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For this, students will be given the table below, where they will record what they know /learned about
the text under analysis (Englert and Mariage, 1991, cited by Martins, 2008).

what we know

what we want to know what we think we know

what we learned

These activities begin with brainstorming on:
• What students know about the topic;
• What students want to know about the text;
• And predict what they think they know. Students should then be told to read the text. Together,
one will proceed to:
• Analysing the read text;
• Recording in the last column of the table what you have learned.
Finally:

• Discuss what was written in the four columns of the table.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES
It is intended that the student be able to:
− Relate concepts;
− Work fine motor skills;
− Work sensations and / or emotions;
− Be proficient in looking for new vocabulary;
− Know how to use a dictionary;
− Brainstorming from the cards;
− Understand the main ideas of a text;
− Know how to retell a story;
− Perform simple research according to the Big 6 model;
− Select the information that best meets the given guidelines;
− Sort and record the information, structuring it according to a logical sequence;
− Know how to retell a story;
− Recognize folk tales;
− Recognize that you should use your own words. Transcribe, paraphrase, summarize small texts;
− Select the information that best meets the given guidelines;
− Reflect together on the best format for presentation of the final product - written or visual;
− Develop interdisciplinary work;
− Apply the concept of carousel book with the story studied.
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ORGANISATION

WORK PROPOSAL I
SESSION 1: 45mins
Objective:
−

Assessment reading fluency.

Resources:
−

Worksheet 1: Reading fluency assessment ("MOTHER TREE");

−

Table 2.

Session development:
−

The teacher gives a copy of the text to each student;

−

Students have 2mins to read, in a low voice, the given text;

−

The teacher starts the exercise, counting each reading and recording the results in table 1.

SESSION 2: 45mins
Objective:
−

Assessment of reading comprehension.

Resources:
−

Worksheet 2: Reading comprehension assessment ("MOTHER TREE");

−

Worksheet 3: full text "MOTHER TREE";

Session development:
−

The teacher distributes the worksheet to the students who should read the text and carry out the
proposed exercise, which should be completed in 2.5mins.

−

Students are told what is expected of the exercise and the time it has to be completed in.

−

At the end of the exercise, the teacher collects the worksheet to correct it.

SESSION 3: 45mins
Objective:
−

Implementation of PALS.

Resources:
−

Hand out of worksheet 2: Reading comprehension assessment ("MOTHER TREE");

Session development:
−

Description to the class of the work process to be followed throughout the sessions.

Organization
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− Individual work / peer work;
− The teacher of the subject and the library teacher;
− The work tables should be placed slightly apart from each other to allow greater concentration on the
task assigned;
− 19 sessions of 45 mins, with the students, two sessions per week.
Interdisciplinary work
−

Before beginning these sessions, which will focus on the book, the teacher of the subject will gather
some colleagues who will work on the environmental theme with the students. Students are expected to work on this module in other subjects that are part of their curriculum: English; Information and Communication Technologies (ICT); teacher of Special Education; support of an Arts
teacher and library teacher as collaborators.

−

The intervention of these professionals will be defined by each of them, considering the specificity
of the activities to be developed and the proposals that may arise in the meeting.

−

The exploitation of the module does not necessarily imply collaborative work. However, we believe
that this work contributes to the development of the student, enriching him/her as a citizen who intends to be active in an inclusive school.

SESSIONS 4/5/6 : 45mins + 45mins + 45mins
Objectives :
− Introduce the theme of the work proposal (task): protection of the environment.
− Explore sensations.
Resources:
− Image of planet Earth; (Image 1)
− Kit with: drawing of an image with green spaces, characters of the story, trees, birds, to cut (Image
2);
− Scissors;
− Glue;
− Coloured pencils;
− Cards game.
Session development:
−

The teacher will explore an image of planet Earth to introduce the theme of the work project (task),
trying to get the students to identify the four elements, by appealing to the knowledge they already
have (air, water, earth, fire).

− If the students do not mention one of the elements “fire”, it will be up to the teacher to introduce
it. This is an oral activity, which aims at preparing the presentation of the characters of the work
project (task) and what they represent. (Ask students about who inhabits the planet, who cares for
it, how it does, ...).
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Session 7: 45mins
Objective:
− Know how to look up words in the dictionary.
Resources:
− Computer;
− Multimedia projector;
− English language dictionaries;
− Worksheet 7: " How to look up words in the dictionary ";
− Worksheet 8.
Session development:
− The teacher explains the importance of knowing how to look up words in the dictionary.
− The exercise will be based on the vocabulary of the book "Little Green Hearts".
− An information sheet ("How to look up words in the dictionary") will be distributed, which will be projected on the board so that students can better follow the explanation given by the teacher.
− Students follow the explanation by using the dictionary that each one has with him/her.
− Next is the key of worksheet 8, where the students, in pairs, should find the definition of the word that
corresponds to one of the photos contained in the worksheet.
This will take place as follows:
• Groups are advised which photo to describe.
• Groups will have 3 minutes to explore the photo and find the setting that corresponds to it.
• After the time has elapsed, the spokesperson will be asked to present the photo to colleagues (the
picture may be projected on the board to facilitate viewing) as well as the definition found. Students should write the definition given by colleagues and put it next to the photo that is on the
worksheet.
• For each correct match, the student will score 5 points.

SESSIONS 8/9: 45mins + 45mins
Objective:
−

Increase fluency and comprehension in reading (Read and retell)

Resources:
−

Book: "Small green hearts".

−

Card 1: Questionnaire.
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Development of sessions:
−

At first, the teacher will read the text aloud (since “Once upon a time ... with roots in the land that
belongs to us all”).

−

Each student reads out loud the same text for 5 minutes;
• The first reading is carried out by the tutor, followed by the tutee (the reading made by the
most competent student restricts possible decoding errors by the one who revealed the most
difficulties). The tutor should draw the attention of the tutee, who should re-read the sentence
where the expression is read incorrectly. If, in the second reading, the error is repeated, the tutor says how to read the word and the tutee repeats.
• The corrected word should, at the end of the reading, be recorded in the student's notebook.
• After the first reading, tutor and tutee will exchange roles.
• The teacher monitors the activity.
• For each corrected sentence, the tutor gains five points.

−

After the reading, the tutors will recount:
• The tutor poses questions that guide the comprehension of the read text.
• Considering the degree of difficulty of the students in interaction, the teacher provides some
guiding questions for the comprehension of the text read.

−

It is up to the teacher to monitor the proposed activities and the intervention whenever requested
by the students.

SESSIONS 10/11/12/13: 4x45mins
Objective:
−

Learn how to do research.

Resources:
−

Big 6 model;

−

Computer;

−

Cardboards;

−

Daily notebook;

−

Glue;

−

Scissors.

Development of sessions
−

In the library, students will learn how to do research. This stage is guided by the library teacher,
counting on the presence of the teacher of the class.

−

The following model will be the BIG6, adopted by Schools for students from 8 to 14 years old.

−

In pairs, students research on the Internet different types of pollution (atmospheric pollution, water
pollution, soil pollution), coping the research found online to a word text, which the teacher will
print so that the students can read and select the information found.
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−

Then check the work they are reading and select images to illustrate the work (students may choose
images from the Internet). It is important, at this stage, the collaboration of the ICT teacher (Information and Communication Techniques).

−

In the next phase, each group decides how it will present its work:
preparation of a digital or cardboard poster, using the glue technique (in the latter option).

o

SESSIONS 14/15: 45mins + 45min
Objective:
−

Improve the ability to summarize and identify the main idea.

Resources:
−

Book: “Little green hearts”.

Description of sessions:
−

The reading starts from: "On that day, Martha discovered that Helena was a dreamer (page 9) and
ends at:" to the future and to all hopes and all flights "(p. 11).

−

Each student reads different paragraphs and identifies the subject (The tutor asks the tutee to identify the subject of the 1st paragraph, then the students reverse the roles and go to the next paragraph.).

−

Highlight Marta, the character who cares about Nature and will meet Helena, our character who
dreams of a better world.

−

Once again, as in Session 7, students take on the role of tutor and tutee and proceed to explore the
book as follows:
o As in the reading exercise, the tutor will correct his/her pair if the ideas are not correct;
o When the tutor and tutee agree, they will, at the end of each paragraph, make their summary
(1/3 of the source text);
o the activity will last 50 minutes.

−

Sharing the ideas presented by the groups.

−

Individual writing of a diary page about their dreams, using Helena's dreams as a source, and illustrating their diary page. (30mins to prepare the text).

−

Reading to the class of written texts (later, posted in the classroom).
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SESSIONS 16/17: 45mins + 45mins
Objective:
−

Improve reading comprehension and make students more active in the task.

Resources:
−

Book "Little green hearts".

−

Worksheet 10;

−

Worksheet 11.

−

Worksheet 12.

−

Worksheet 13.

Description of sessions:
−

Students, in pairs, will try to anticipate what will happen next.

−

A copy will be distributed to each student, with the first part to be read.

−

When handing out the first part of the text, the teacher guides the groups in predicting the following events, questioning them about what they think will happen in the second part of the text.

−

After recording the students' predictions in the table, the teacher gives the second part of the text
and asks a student to read it.

−

After reading, under the guidance of the teacher, students will check whether their predictions were
matched or not.

−

The teacher hands out the last part of the story, in which the three characters decide to create a
movement to save nature.
o

The decoding of this part of the text will be done by the teacher, so that the students can
now write a letter, following the model of this last part.

− In pairs, students will then write a letter to the group leader suggesting some actions they can take at
their school to raise awareness in the school community about pollution issues.
− In the end, the students will read their letter to their classmates. (30mins)

SESSIONS 18/19: 45mins + 45mins
Objective:
−

Develop students' creative spirit.
Resources:

−

Worksheet 15.
Development of sessions:
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−

The teacher will deliver the lyrics of a song written by João Manuel Ribeiro, author of the work
studied.

−

−

Students, in pairs, will choose the development of an activity, between the following two proposals:
o

Imagine a song to accompany the lyrics (rap for example);

o

Dramatize the text.

Whatever the option, students will have to present their proposals to their classmates.

Session development:
−

The teacher distributes the worksheet to the students who should read the text and carry out the
proposed exercise, which should be completed in 2.5mins.

−

Students are told what is expected of the exercise and the time it has to be completed in.

−

At the end of the exercise, the teacher collects the worksheet to correct it.

WORK PROPOSAL II
Session 1: 45 minutes
Objective:

−Assessment of reading fluency.
Resources:

−Worksheet 1: Assessment of reading fluency (“The enchanted shoes”)
−Table 2.
Session development:

−The teacher gives a copy of the text to each student;
−Students have 2 minutes to read, in a low voice, the given text;
−The teacher starts the exercise, counting each reading and recording the results on table 2.

SESSION 2: 45 MINUTES
Objectives:
−

Assessment of reading comprehension.

Resources:

− Worksheet 2: Reading comprehension assessment (“The enchanted shoes)
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− Worksheet 3: full text “The enchanted shoes”
Session development:

− The teacher hands the worksheets out to the students who should read the text and carry out
the proposed exercise. It should be completed in 2.5 minutes.

− Students are told what is expected of the exercise and the time it has to be completed in.
− At the end of the exercise the teacher collects the worksheets to correct them.

SESSION 3: 45 minutes
Objective:
−

Implementation of PALS.

Resources:
−

Hand out of worksheet 2: Reading comprehension assessment ("MOTHER TREE");

Session development:
−

Description to the class of the work process to be followed throughout the sessions.

SESSIONS 4/5 – 45 minutes + 45 minutes
Objectives:
−

Recognize folk tales;

−

Brainstorming from the cards;

−

Remember some details of the story.

Resources:
−

Card 1, with images from Robert Southey's short story “The Three Bears”;

−

Worksheet 4: Memory Game / “Who's Who?”

−

Worksheet Correction 4.

Session Development:
−

The teacher will start with a Memory Game as the first approach to storytelling.
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−

He will then seek to lead the student to the recognition of folk tales through a card
game containing characters from various tales.

−

Besides the student identifying a character from the card and the story to which it
belongs, he/she will need to tell a little of that same story.

−

The student will anticipate the story to explore from its title (Worksheet 5).

SESSIONS 6/7 – 45 minutes + 45 minutes
Objectives
− Read the text exploring “The Little Red Riding Hood”;
− Rebuild part of the story read;
− Retell the story.
Resources:
− Worksheet 7: First part of the tale “The Little Red Riding Hood”;
− Worksheet 8 - “Did you listen to my story?”
Session Development:
−

Folk tales are an inexhaustible source of imagination and creativity. The tale “The Red Teddy
Bear” appears as a variant to “The Little Red Riding Hood”, combining the classic fairy tale by
Charles Perrault, and later rewritten by the Brothers Grimm (the best-known version), with the
Portuguese popular culture.

−

The teacher makes an echo reading (echo reading: the teacher reads a paragraph and then the
student continues), followed by the reading done by the mentoring students. (5 minutes).

−

After reading the excerpt from the short story, the main ideas will be discussed with the students. The table will be filled at the same time, favouring the resolution of the exercise interactively and dynamically.

−

At the end of this exercise, the texts are collected by the teacher to move on to the following exercise entitled “Did you listen to my story?” (Game)
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−

The student will have to explain the reason for choosing the cards and describe the emotions
revealed by the expressions of the characters.

SESSIONS 8/9/10 – 45 minutes + 45 minutes + 45 minutes
Objectives:

− Read the second segment of the story: “The Little Red Riding Hood”;
− Explore emotions from the read text to facilitate dramatization of the excerpt with puppets;
− Complete worksheet 10.
Resources:

− Excerpt from the tale “The Little Red Riding Hood” (worksheet 9)
− Worksheet 10;
− Puppets.
Sessions Development:
−

Before starting the session, the teacher makes the students wonder what will happen.

−

Then, handing over text 2, he reads it aloud and asks students to check if their predictions were
true.

−

Recorded the conclusions, the students, in pairs, read the text for 3 minutes. (Pair reading - one
student is the tutor, the other is the tutored. Then the second reads a paragraph and the first
makes the necessary corrections).

−

Then worksheet 10 will be explored and from the excerpt under analysis emotions will be explored too.

−

Since this excerpt has several moments of dialogue, a roleplay will take place. The pairs formed
at the beginning of the reading session will now prepare their presentation. The teacher will
bring puppets (wolf; girl; fairy) to the students to assume their role.

−

Interventions will be recorded so that, in the end, students can make a critical assessment of
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their work.
−

Following is the viewing of the recordings and the analysis of the reading.

SESSIONS 11/12 – 45 minutes + 45 minutes
Objectives:

− Develop team spirit;
− Know how to work in group;
− Create an ending to the tale;
− Read the text to the class;
− Compare to the end of the story you are studying.
Resources:
− Worksheet 12 (“THE RED CHAPEL GIRL”);
− Daily notebook.
Session Development:

− Students will join in pairs to create the text (30 minutes);
− They will then share the text with the class;
− Finally, they will compare their ending with the ending of the original tale, noting the
conclusions in the story sheet.
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SESSIONS 13/14/15: 45 minutes + 45 minutes + 45 minutes
Objectives:

−

Develop fine motor skills;

−

Develop the creative spirit;

−

Strengthen collaborative work;

−

Build a carousel book.

−

Improve art sensitivity.

Resources:

− cardboards of different sizes (thickness and colours);
− coloured pencils;
− scissors;
− Glue;
− Paper box.
Sessions Development:

− These sessions will be entirely practical and will be held in collaboration with an art teacher who
will guide them.

− Students will build a carousel book, inspired by the story studied.
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Links and RESOURCES
Monitorização do progresso do aluno na identificação de risco na leitura
http://www.scielo.br/pdf/cp/v47n164/1980-5314-cp-47-164-00612.pdf
FUCHS, L. S.; FUCHS, D. A model for implementing responsiveness to intervention. Teaching Ex-

ceptional Children, v. 39, n. 5, p. 14-20, 2007a.
FUCHS, L. S.; FUCHS, D. Using CBM for progress monitoring in reading. Washington, DC: United States
Office of Special Education Program/Student Progress Monitoring, 2007b.
FUCHS, L. S.; FUCHS, D. The role of assessment within the RTI framework. In: FUCHS, D. et al. (Ed.).

Response to intervention: a framework for reading educators. Newark: International Reading Association, 2008. p. 27-49.
Research Support for RTI http://www.rtinetwork.org/learn/research/
Center on response to intervention. Multi-level Prevention System, American Institute for Research
https://rti4success.org/search?keywords=multi%20level
PATRÃO, Marta Silva Gonçalves. Monitorização com base no currículo : um estudo quantitativo sobre a
utilização de provas MAZE no contexto do nível I do modelo de atendimento à diversidade
https://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/handle/1822/13733
Dificuldades de Aprendizagem Específicas Centradas na Leitura e Práticas Eficazes de Intervenção.
https://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/bitstream/1822/10976/1/TESE.pdf
Avaliação e intervenção nas dificuldades na aprendizagem da leitura
https://www.aindaestouaprender.com/img/aidal.pdf
Provas MAZE na triagem do risco na leitura
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305893322_PROVAS_MAZE_NA_TRIAGEM_DO_RISCO_NA_LEITURA

Livro Melhor Falar.pdf
http://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/bitstream/1822/9354/1/Livro%20Melhor%20Falar.pdf
COSTA, Ana e FARIA, Luísa. Aprendizagem social e emocional: Reflexões sobre a teoria e a prática na
escola portuguesa. Aná. Psicológica [online]. 2013, vol.31, n.4, pp.407-424. ISSN 0870 8231
http://www.scielo.mec.pt/scielo.php?script=sci_abstract&pid=S087082312013000400007&lng=pt&nrm=iso&tlng=en
O ensino da compreensão leitora: da teoria à prática pedagógica: um programa de intervenção para o 1.º
Ciclo do Ensino Básico

http://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/handle/1822/11219

DENO, S. L. et al. Developing a school-wide progress-monitoring system. Psychology in the Schools ,
v. 46, n. 1, p. 44-55, 2009
ESPIN, C.; WALLACE, T.; LEMBKE, E.; CAMPBELL, H.; LONG, J. D. Creating a progress-monitoring system in reading for middle-school students: Tracking progress toward meetinghighstakes standards. Learning Disabilities Research & Practice, v. 25, n. 2, p. 60-75, 2010.
Aprender com a biblioteca escolar http://www.rbe.min-edu.pt/np4/89/1904.html
O contributo da biblioteca escolar para o reforço da escola inclusiva.
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http://www.rbe.min-edu.pt/np4/1954.html#1

EXAMPLES
Vanderbilt University.https://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/frg/what-is-pals/
Plataforma Ainda Estou a Aprender (AEA) https://www.aindaestouaprender.com/
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Word knowledge instruction
There is a strong connection between being a good reader and having a good
vocabulary.
Working with vocabulary and concepts improves reading comprehension. Among reading
researchers, there is a broad consensus that word knowledge, general background knowledge and
conceptual knowledge are essential to reading comprehension. If there are several words or concepts
in a sentence the students don’t understand, it is likely that the students’ overall text comprehension
will be negatively affected.
The method in this toolkit is inspired by an intervention program which is a part of a three-part PhD
dissertation. The study examined the effects of an intervention investigated to support the weak
reader’s vocabulary.
An important aim of the study was to design a theoretically based instructional program that could
accommodate the challenges of educational practice by focusing on both decoding and linguistic
comprehension. The purpose of the study was therefore to explore the hypothesis that teaching
children knowledge of word forms and meanings supports the development of decoding and
linguistic comprehension, which is fundamental components of reading comprehension.
Since the original study was designed to help third- and fourth-grade students, Spir Oslo has tried to
create a toolkit based on the same methods, but adapted to students in high school. The students in
the target groups are students with special needs, including general learning difficulties, which,
among other things, display difficulties with reading and writing.
LEARNING GOALS
Help students increase student’s reading comprehension and decoding skills by focusing on
knowledge of word forms and meanings

Key concepts: Word knowledge instruction, reading comprehension, decoding, reading disabilities
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Theoretical framework
When talking about students with reading difficulties, there has been a particular interest for
students who show specific difficulties with either decoding or linguistic understanding. Although
many weak readers have ability profiles that show marked dissociations between decoding and
linguistic understanding, the boundaries between these two components are often not clear. In other
words, most poor readers can be deficient in both components. Thus, it can also be difficult to find
the right method to help these students, since the methods often focus on either the decoding
difficulties or the difficulties with linguistic understanding.
Since it is more complex than that, one needs interventions that cover more areas than just decoding
or linguistic understanding. Research has also shown that deficits in semantic and grammatical
comprehension can cause difficulties in children with adequate decoding skills. As the cause of
reading difficulties varies, different approaches may be necessary to prevent and remedy difficulties
in students with different reading profiles. In school, teachers face a heterogeneous group
representing a wide range of readers. At the same time, teachers also have limited resources
available and in many situations, so that the implementation of specialized instruction for specific
groups may not be achievable. Although it is important to differentiate the instructions individually
based on the variations in reading level, there may be good reasons to try out a more comprehensive
approach that may be more applicable to different groups of readers.
This method is therefore designed to stimulate additional skills that support both decoding and
linguistic understanding. The basis for this line of thinking is the theory of lexical quality, which is in
line with “the Simple view of reading” depicts two major systems of reading: (a) a word identification
system, in which orthography is mapped onto phonology, and (b) a comprehension system, in which
language processing mechanisms are engaged to assemble the identified words into units of
meaning. Astride the two major reading systems sits the mental lexicon, a subsystem in which
representations of words are stored.
What is interesting in this regard is the emphasis on the quality of these lexical representations.
Lexical quality refers to the extent to which a reader’s knowledge of a given word represents the
features of four constituents of word identity: orthography, phonology, semantics and morphosyntax. Together, the quality of these four features and the coherence among them facilitate the
rapid, low-resource retrieval of lexical word identities and their integration into a mental model of
the text. In summary, the hypothesis postulates that the lexicon is the midpoint where word
identification and comprehension processes meet and that the quality of a reader’s word knowledge
forms the foundation of reading comprehension.
The aim of this method is to accommodate the challenges of educational practice by focusing on both
decoding and linguistic comprehension. By teaching the student’s knowledge of word forms and
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meanings we will, based on this theory, be able to support the development of decoding and
linguistic comprehension.
Bibliography:
Brinchmann, E., Hjetland H.N. & Lyster S.A.; (2016) Lexical quality matters : effects of word knowledge
instruction on the language and literacy skills of third- and fourth-grade poor readers. Reading research
Quarterly.
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Organisation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group of students
5-6 students per group
One teacher
Classroom setting
30 sessions, ten weeks
60 minute sessions three times a week

Materials needed
•
•
•
•

Textbook
Pencil
Notebook
Word knowledge activities

Task procedure
Each week consists of three lessons that revolve around a specific topic. Each week topics will be
based on texts from the student’s textbooks in the given subject. Every week the lessons will follow
the same progression for how students are introduced to a new topic and the text they will read. In
addition to text and topic, the students will also be introduced to important target words that they
will encounter in the text.
In the following, the format for each lesson will be presented. It is important that every week follow
the same progression in every lesson, so that it is easy for teachers to teach new topics, but also for
the students to experience predictability in their learning situation.
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Lesson content
Day 1

Lesson content
1. Introduce topic of the week and target words
2. Reading of text
3. Discussion of text
4. Word knowledge activities

Time on task*
10 min
15 min
20 min
15 min

Lesson content
1. Repetition of topic of the topic and target
words
2. Word knowledge activities
3. Repeated reading of text

Time on task*
5 min

Lesson content
1. Repetition of topic of the and target words
2. Word knowledge activities
3. Repeated reading of text
4. Various assignments, eg written assignments
from the textbook, quiz/kahoot, game adapted
to fit the topic of the week or write own
definitions of the target words

Time on task*
5 min
25 min
15 min
15 min

Table 1.1
Day 2

40 min
15 min

Table 1.2
Day 3

Table 1.3
*Time is approximate

Explanation of the different activities
Introducing the topic of the week and target words
The teacher will start the first week’s lesson by introducing the topic of the week and the chosen
target words. The teacher will then invite students to share what they associate with the topic and
the target words, and the class can discuss what they already know about the given topic.

Repetition of the topic of the week and target words
Lesson 2 and 3 starts with a repetition of the topic and target words. Ask the students to share, and
notice how much they remember from the previous session. Fill in, elaborate and help them if
needed.
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Reading of text
After the introduction of the week's theme, students will read the chosen text. As the students'
reading skills may vary, guided reading is highly recommended. Each student gets to read a section
out loud. The teacher then has the opportunity to differentiate the level according to length and
degree of difficulty adapted to each student.

Repeated reading of the text
Reading the same text over and over again will lead to more fluent and error-free reading. The goal is
to enhance the consolidation of orthographic mappings in memory. Repeated reading is a strategy
that can be applied both individually and in a group setting.

Discussion of text
The goal of discussing the text is both to clarify the content and to expand on the student’s
knowledge of the given topics. The teacher should ask open-ended questions, so the students have to
make inferences or draw on their own experiences to answer.

Word knowledge activities
The target words will be used as a starting point for the word knowledge activities. The goal of the
word knowledge activities is to stimulate the semantic, syntactic and morphological features of word
identity. Examples of the word knowledge activities are presented in table 1.4.

NOTE: IF THE THEME OR TEXTS OF THE TOPICS ARE SHORT, IT IS POSSIBLE TO
REVIEW THE GIVEN TOPIC IN JUST ONE DAY, AND INTRODUCE A NEW TOPIC ON DAY
2. IT IS NEVERTHELESS IMPORTANT TO REPEAT THE PREVIOUS TOPICS BEFORE
INTRODUCING A NEW ONE.
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Word knowledge activities
Semantic activities
Discussion of pictures
illustrating target word
and concepts with
semantic boundaries to
target word. Which
pictures
illustrate
target word, which do
not and why?

Syntactic activities
Sentence repair (discussion of ways to
repair a sentence that is syntactically
wrong)

Morphological activities
Word
sorts
(find
words
belonging to the same word
family as target word/find
words with same affix)

Work with semantically Sentence puzzles (construction of Word puzzle (create different
related
words sentences using words as pieces in a words by combining prefix, root,
(synonyms, antonyms, puzzle)
suffix/create compound words
subordinates
and
with target word)
superordinates)
Missing words (different morphological Morphological problem solving
forms of target word have been (identify the meaning of novel
removed from various sentences. words by using word parts)
Which word form belongs to which
sentence, and where in the sentence
does it fit?)

Table 1.4
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Mentoring
MENTORING AS AN APPROACH TO SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE
WITH LEARNING DISORDERS WHO ARE AT RISK OF EARLY SCHOOL
LEAVING

All of the chapters should include, in the beginning, the Objectives and Key Concepts. Using the
format provided below.
LEARNING GOALS
Help students with learning disorders to elicit change in thinking and behaviours that cause
barriers to their learning and development , supporting them towards a new vision of what is
possible
Key concepts: Mentoring Theory and Practice, the Mentoring Relationship, the Mentoring Process

Theoretical framework
A mentor is a person who contributes their knowledge, experience and perspectives; the premise
being that the mentor gives the mentee guidance in their personal and professional development.
(Lindgren, Lindgren, U. (2000)1 Nilsson, C. (2005)2. Samier & Fraser, (2000)3
Mathisen (2008)4 also offers a two-pronged definition, where one part is career-oriented, to develop
professional knowledge, and the other part deals with support in psychosocial development.
The mentor can also be described as a practical/sensible person who has an interest in supporting
less experienced persons in their development; mentorship can, in practice, be summarized as a
combination of emotional and practical support (Lauvås & Handal, (2015)5

1

Lindgren, U. (2000). En empirisk studie av mentorskap i högre utbildning i Sverige- innebörd, utformning och
effekter [An empirical study of mentorship in higher education in Sweden – Significance, form and effects]. Umeå:
Umeå University, Department of Swedish & Social Science subjects.
2 Nilsson, C. (2005) . Mentorsprogram. En utvärdering av mentorsprogrammet på småländska höglandet [Mentor
programmes. An evaluation of the mentor programme in the highlands of Småland]. Skriftserie för individ- och
familjeomsorg [Publication series for the care of individual and families] (digital) 2005.2. ISSN: 1653–1760
3 Samier, E., & Fraser, S. (2000). Public administration mentorship: Conceptual and pragmatic considerations.
Journal of Educational Administration, 38(81), 83–101. doi:10.1108/09578230010310993
4 Mathisen, P. (2008). Mentor. Om mentoring i teori og praksis [Mentor. About mentoring in theory and practice].
Bergen: Fagbokforlaget.
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The key concept in definitions of mentorship is the description of the two parties, the mentor and
the mentee. The mentee is seen as an actively knowledge-seeking person, who alone is responsible
for their learning. It is the mentee’s needs, interests and questions that steer the reflecting and
analysing talk. Before the first meeting with the mentor, the mentee is to formulate her/his personal
goals in regard to learning and development (Ahlström, (2007)6
Theories which are relevant to the Education context

Categories of Theories
Developmental Theories

Adult Learning Theories

Economic Theory

Learning Theory

Theories in Education
• Age and stage
• Development stage
theories for teachers
• Teacher concerns
• Cognitive development
theories
• Social role taking
• Social interaction theory
• Reflection model
• Social Capital Theory
• Theory of possible selves

•
•
•
•
•

Adult learning theory
Mentoring model
Experiential
learning
theory
Critical reflection
Social Exchange Theory

•
•

Role model theory
Social learning theory
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Mentoring
Is a developmental phase that
enhances a mentor’s and
mentee’s personal and
professional life

Assists learning and growth
through
reflection
about
practice

Based on societal cost and
reciprocity where mentors and
mentees evaluate costs and
benefits to determine if the
relationship is viable
Enables learning to occur for
the mentor and mentee. The

Lauvås, P., & Handal, G. (2015). Handledning och praktisk yrkesteori [Supervision and practical work theory]. Lund:
Studentlitteratur.
6 Ahlström, G. (2007). Mentorskap. Erfarenheter för personlig och professionell utveckling [Mentorship. Experiences
for personal and professional development]. Stockholm: Liber
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•
•
Coaching/Skill
models

Leadership Theory

development

•
•
•
•

Apprenticeship model
Constructivist/sociocultural theories
Cognitive coaching
model Clinical
supervision model
Skill development model
Contingency Theory
Change Theory

mentee learns through
observation, socialisation and
enculturation
Is a type of supervisory practice
which involves coaching and
skill development for the
mentee
Occurs when mentors adapt
their skills and style to meet the
needs of mentees and the
situation

LINKS AND RESOURCES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
https://www.teachertoolkit.co.uk/2018/10/27/good-mentor/
http://www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/developing-a-mentoring-programme/
Risks and Rewards of School-Based Mentoring Relationships: A Reanalysis of the Student Mentoring
Program Evaluation Lyons, Michael D.; McQuillin, Samuel D. – School Psychology Quarterly, 2019
"I Expect It to Be Great . . . But Will It Be?" An Investigation of Outcomes, Processes, and Mediators
of a School-Based Mentoring Program Laco, Dávid; Johnson, Wendy – Youth & Society, 2019
https://doi.org/10.1080/13611267.2012.701965 The Impact of School-Based Mentoring on
Adolescents' Social-Emotional Health Komosa-Hawkins, Karen – Mentoring & Tutoring: Partnership
in Learning, 2012

Organisation
•
•
•
•
•

Individual one-to-one sessions (one student)
One Teacher/related professional
Room suitable for one-to-one meeting
Length of contact and number of sessions will depend on the needs of the student
Length of the mentoring session will be 1-1.5 hours per week (depending on the needs of the
student)
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Materials needed7
•
•

Paper for note taking
Paper and pencils for the student (mentee) and mentor to use if required

Task procedure
Remember! Mentoring is not teaching
Preparing for your first mentoring session with your mentee
Consider what you would expect of your mentee and what your mentee would expect of you
Decide what you will talk about at your first meeting and create a plan containing the key points:

I would expect:
•

My Mentee would expect:
•
•
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Additionally, it is useful to have bottled water and tissues available
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IMPORTANT POINTS FOR YOUR FIRST MEETING
• Where will the first meeting be held?
• Is the room layout suitable?
• Can you ensure no interruptions?
• What boundary issues will be covered and how will you cover them?
• Is there anything you and your mentee need to sign?
• Do you have parent/guardian permission? (if this is required)
• How long is the meeting likely to last?
• Is any recording needed by you?
• How much will you need to know about the Mentee and them about you as their Mentor?
• What happens if the Mentee doesn’t turn up?

First Meeting
Getting to know each other

Key Themes for Consideration
• Relevant background information
• Building Rapport

•

Discussing how you can work together

•

•
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Agreeing the ground rules (e.g.
date(s)/time(s) commitments, boundaries
no cancellations unless emergency etc.)
Discussing how you can monitor how
mentoring is working for you and your
Mentee (e.g. check-in sessions with
planned discussion on “how is this
working for you” with agreement to be
open and constructive in feedback)
Considering what you need/want to
record and how you will do it (e.g. the
Mentee8 will send a meeting request to
schedule the next meeting with a
summary of the agreed agenda, Mentee
responsible for recording the agreed
action points and emailing the Mentor

This role is likely to be undertaken by the Mentor in the early stages of the relationship
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•
•

Discuss and Clarify development goals
Consider and agree Action/Next Steps

•

Next Meeting
Review of key aims and progress since last
meeting

and the end of the meeting etc.)
Set aims and goals for mentoring
Agree actions (e.g. what is going to
happen and by when)
Agree draft agenda for next meeting date,
time, venue

Key Themes
• Discuss progress made compared to what
was discussed at the previous meeting
• Discuss what worked well, not so well and
what could have been done differently
• Agree relevant next steps

•

Planning for next topic/period of time/priority

•
•
•
•

Feedback on Mentoring relationship

•
•
•

Consider and agree actions/next steps

•
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Agree aims/areas of focus for next
mentoring period
Consider issues and challenges as well as
strengths
Consider options, discuss ideas for moving
forward
Agree next steps
Explore the working mentoring
relationship from both your perspective
and the Mentee’s perspective
Identify what is working well, what is not
working well and what you (you and the
Mentee) need to do differently
Agree any changes/additions to the
mentoring ‘partnership’
Summarise agreed actions (who is doing
what by when)
Agree draft agenda for next meeting date,
time, venue

Using the GROW model as a structure for Mentoring

GROW
MENTORING
STRUCTURE

• GOAL
• Agree topic for discussion
• Agree Specific objective of Session
• Set long-term aim (if appropriate)
• REALITY
• Invite self-assessment
• offer examples of feedback
• Avoid or check assumptions
• Discard irrelevant history
• OPTIONS
• Cover the full range of options
• Invite suggestions from the Mentee
• Offer suggestions carefully
• Ensure choices are made by the Mentee
• WILL
• Commit to action
• Identify possible obstacles
• Make steps specific and define timing
• Agree support

Having a Mentoring Conversation
A mentoring conversation should be structured, taking each element of discussion (self-reflection;
setting and agreeing of goals; agreeing actions and timeframes) to completion in a separate
communication cycle.
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Summarise
briefly what has
been covered
and agreed

Introduce with
a good open
question

Observation
and Feedback

Listen and ask
follow up
(probing)
questions; The
Funnel
Technique

If the Mentee wanders off topic, you can bring the discussion back on track by acknowledging the
point, whilst saying something such as “lets come back to that when we look at XYZ later”
It can be challenging to stay focused and listen. You may be thinking ahead to what your next
question is going to be, waiting to speak instead of listening. Active listening is responding through
eye contact, nodding, small facial expressions and the occasional echoing of words.
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Open, closed and probing questions
The Funnel is a useful visual reference for questioning skills

OPEN

Probe
Actively Listen

Probe

….. to clarify or commit

CLOSED

CHECK

…..you’ve understood

An open question cannot be answered with a yes or no answer but requires a developed answer.
They are framed to encourage an expansive response. It gives the mentee an open space to respond.
A probing question helps to get under the surface of an initial answer. They are used to bring out
more detail. It helps the mentee explore an issue in depth.
A closed question is framed to elicit a yes or no answer. They are used to clarify or to commit to
something.
Reflective and comparative questions are also helpful.
A reflective question repeats something the mentee has said or implied. It helps them feel the
impact of what they have just said and provides new insights.
A comparative question is the form of a closed question and helps the mentee to reflect. It can
provide the mentee with options with the most suitable way forward for them
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Sample question sequence:
• “tell me how you went about...?” open
• “how did you prepare?” open (secondary)
• “what was your starting point?” probe
• “so, what happened next?” probe
• “who else was involved?” probe
• “and how did they respond?” probe
• “what were your thoughts at that stage?” probe
• “what were the main outcomes?” probe
• “so, that took a total of 6 weeks?” closed -clarifying
• “was it your idea or someone else’s?” closed –clarifying
• “and the project finished on time?” closed –clarifying
• “so, let me see if I’ve followed you...” checking summary
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The acronym LISTEN summarises the features of active listening

L

I

•listen to

•Interpret

what is
being said
•and how it
is being said

non-verbal
messages

S

T

E

N

•Show you

•Try to

•Evaluate

•Neutralise

are being
attentive

understand
not just
hear
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and
Summarise
the
message

your
feelings

LINKS AND RESOURCES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.110468!/file/cipd_mentoring_factsheet.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/hr/mentoring/Mentoring-anOverviewMikeMunroTurner.pdf
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Sincere thanks to Harald Lepisk for his excellent series of YouTube videos; we highly recommend
you watch these:
Mentor for Impact https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=frg3-c0uo_U
Why the world needs mentors https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvsSXTRujPs
What makes a great Mentor https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGQqkhPWTg8
How to structure a mentoring meeting https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isqLyt87gow
How to use GROW model for mentoring conversations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXgF_MTEc3Q
How to get your mentee to follow through https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpPwLwrPIYE
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